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Abstrat
Theoretial reation rates in the temperature range 0.01× 109 ≤ T (K) ≤
10.0×109 are alulated in the statistial model (Hauser-Feshbah formal-
ism) for targets with 10 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (Ne to Bi) and for a mass range reahing
the neutron and proton driplines. Reations onsidered are (n,γ), (n,p),
(n,α), (p,γ), (p,α), (α,γ), and their inverse reations. Reation rates as
a funtion of temperature for thermally populated targets are given by
analyti seven parameter ts. To failitate omparison with experimental
rates, the stellar enhanement fators are also tabulated. Two omplete
sets of rates have been alulated, one of whih inludes a phenomeno-
logial treatment of shell quenhing for neutron-rih nulei. These ex-
tensive datasets are provided on-line as eletroni les, while a seleted
subset from one alulation is given as printed tables. A summary of the
theoretial inputs and advie on the use of the provided tabulations is
inluded.
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1 Introdution
Nulear reation rates are an essential ingredient for all investigations of nu-
leosyntheti or energy generating proesses in astrophysis. Highly unstable
nulei are produed in suh proesses whih again an beome targets for sub-
sequent reations. Cross setions and astrophysial reation rates for a large
number of nulei are required to perform omplete network alulations whih
take into aount all possible reation links and do not postulate a priori sim-
pliations. Despite onerted experimental eorts, most of the involved nulei
are urrently not aessible in the laboratory and therefore theoretial models
have to be invoked in order to predit reation rates.
In preditions of ross setions and reation rates for astrophysial appli-
ations, slightly dierent points are emphasized than in pure nulear physis
investigations. Firstly, one is onned to the very low-energy region, from ther-
mal energies up to a few MeV. Seondly, sine most of the ingredients for the
alulations are experimentally undetermined, one has to develop reliable phe-
nomenologial models to predit these properties with an aeptable auray
aross the nulear hart. This task is made even harder by the lak of infor-
mation on spei properties, suh as optial potentials for α partiles at the
astrophysially relevant energies even for stable nulei. Therefore, one has to be
satised with a somewhat more limited auray, as ompared to usual nulear
physis standards. The auray of the rates is estimated to be within a fator
of 1.5−2, with an even better average deviation, e.g. of 1.4 for neutron apture.
Considering the substantially larger unertainties in many astrophysial senar-
ios, this seems to be aeptable. Thus, the real hallenge is not the appliation
of well-established models, but rather to provide all the neessary ingredients
in as reliable a way as possible, also for nulei where no suh information is
available. Many eorts have been direted at addressing those problems and
the urrent status of the investigations make it worthwhile to publish a full
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set of theoretial rates, intended to supersede early reation rate tabulations
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄.
For the majority of nulear reations in astrophysis, the statistial model
(Wolfenstein-Hauser-Feshbah approah) [7, 8℄ an be applied. This is appro-
priate provided the level density in the ontributing energy window around the
peak of the projetile energy distribution is suiently high to justify a statis-
tial treatment. The ritial level density is usually estimated between 5 and
10 MeV
−1
[9℄. Furthermore, the ompound nuleus piture will only dominate
when the energy of the inident partile is low enough (< 20 MeV). While the
latter point is pratially always satised in astrophysial environments, the
level density may fall below the ritial value in ertain nulei lighter than Fe,
at shell losures, and for very neutron-rih or proton-rih isotopes near the drip
lines with orrespondingly low separation energies. In these ases, single reso-
nanes or diret apture ontributions will beome signiant and have to be
treated individually. In this tabulation, we are not onerned with suh eets
but rather give a full set of rates alulated in the statistial model. However,
the limits of its appliability will be disussed (Se. 2.4).
In the following setion, we onisely summarize the theoretial bakground
for easy referene as well as the nulear properties used as input in the alu-
lations. This is followed by a setion dening the reation rates, explaining the
tting proedure and giving more details on the tabulated values. The paper is
onluded by a summary and the rate tables.
2 The Statistial Model
2.1 Theory
The averaged transmission oeients T omprise the entral quantities in sta-
tistial model alulations. They do not reet a resonane behavior, but rather
desribe absorption via an imaginary part in the (optial) nuleon-nuleus po-
tential [10℄. This leads to the well-known expression
σµν(Eij) =
πh¯2/(2µijEij)
(2Jµi + 1)(2Jj + 1)
(1)
×
∑
J,π
(2J + 1)
T µj (E, J, π, E
µ
i , J
µ
i , π
µ
i )T
ν
o (E, J, π, E
ν
m, J
ν
m, π
ν
m)
Ttot(E, J, π)
for the ross setion σµν of the reation iµ(j, o)mν from the target state iµ to
the exited state mν of the nal nuleus, with a enter of mass energy Eij and
redued mass µij . J denotes the spin, E the orresponding exitation energy,
and π the parity of exited states. When these properties are used without
subsripts they desribe the ompound nuleus; subsripts refer to states of the
partiipating nulei in the reation iµ(j, o)mν and supersripts indiate the spe-
i exited states. The total transmission oeient Ttot =
∑
ν,o T
ν
o desribes
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the transmission into all possible bound and unbound states ν in all energeti-
ally aessible exit hannels o (inluding the entrane hannel i). Experiments
measure σlab =
∑
ν σ
0ν(Eij), summed over all exited states of the nal nuleus,
with the target in the ground state. Target states µ in an astrophysial plasma
of temperature T ∗ are thermally populated and the astrophysial ross setion
σ∗ is given by
σ∗(Eij) =
∑
µ(2J
µ
i + 1) exp(−E
µ
i /kT
∗)
∑
ν σ
µν(Eij)∑
µ(2J
µ
i + 1) exp(−E
µ
i /kT
∗)
, (2)
k being the Boltzmann onstant. The summation over ν replaes T νo (E, J, π) in
Eq. (1) by the total transmission oeient
To(E, J, π) =
νm∑
ν=0
T νo (E, J, π, E
ν
m, J
ν
m, π
ν
m) (3)
+
∫ E−Sm,o
Eνmm
∑
Jm,πm
To(E, J, π, Em, Jm, πm)ρ(Em, Jm, πm)dEm .
Here Sm,o is the hannel separation energy, and the summation over exited
states above the highest experimentally known state νm is hanged to an inte-
gration over the level density ρ. The summation over target states µ in Eq. (2)
has to be generalized aordingly.
The important ingredients of statistial model alulations as indiated in
Eqs. (1) through (3) are the partile and γ-transmission oeients T and the
level density of exited states ρ. Therefore, the reliability of suh alulations
is determined by the auray with whih these omponents an be evaluated
(often for unstable nulei). It is in these quantities that various statistial model
alulations dier. The reation rates given in this paper are alulated with
the ode NON-SMOKER [11℄, derived from the well-known SMOKER ode [5℄.
(The ode MOST [12℄ is another ode derived from SMOKER.) In the following
we want to briey outline the methods utilized in that ode to estimate those
nulear properties. The hallenge is in the goal to provide them in as reliable a
way as possible, also for unstable nulei for whih no experimental information
is available. Thus, global desriptions are employed whih minimize the overall
error and are trusted to be reliable also far from stability.
2.2 Transmission Coeients
The transition from an exited state in the ompound nuleus (E, J, π) to the
state (Eµi , J
µ
i , π
µ
i ) in nuleus i via the emission of a partile j is given by a
summation over all quantum mehanially allowed partial waves
T µj (E, J, π, E
µ
i , J
µ
i , π
µ
i ) =
J+s∑
l=|J−s|
Jµ
i
+Jj∑
s=|Jµ
i
−Jj|
Tjls(E
µ
ij). (4)
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Here the angular momentum
~l and the hannel spin ~s = ~Jj + ~J
µ
i ouple to
~J = ~l + ~s. The transition energy in hannel j is Eµij=E − Sj − E
µ
i , where Sj is
the hannel separation energy.
The total transmission oeients for this tabulation are then alulated by
applying Eq. (3) and utilizing up to 19 experimentally known exited states.
The data are taken from [13℄, up to the rst level for whih the spin assignment
was not known. Ground state spin and parities are known for many unstable
nulei. Far o stability, ground state spins and parities are taken from [14℄, if
experimental values are not available.
2.2.1 Partile Transmission Coeients
The individual partile transmission oeients Tjls are alulated by solving
the Shrödinger equation with an optial potential for the partile-nuleus inter-
ation. We employ the optial potential for neutrons and protons given by [15℄,
based on mirosopi innite nulear matter alulations for a given density,
applied with a loal density approximation. It inludes orretions of the imag-
inary part [16, 17℄.
The optial potential for α partiles from [18℄ was shown to be quite aurate
for a wide range of nulei and is used in this work. However, it was realized
[19, 20℄ that for heavily harged nulei a more sophistiated potential had to be
adopted at the omparatively low energies of astrophysial interest. Promising is
the folding approah [21℄, with a parameterized mass- and energy-dependene of
the real volume integral [22℄. Mirosopi and deformation information should
be onsidered in the parametrization of the imaginary potential [23℄. However,
due to the sarity of experimental data, the potential parameters an as yet
only be extrated for a limited mass and energy range. The optial α+nuleus
potential is likely to introdue the largest unertainties in the harged partile
rates presented here. Further experimental work is learly neessary and most
welome.
Deformed nulei are treated by using an eetive spherial potential of equal
volume, based on averaging the deformed potential over all possible angles be-
tween the inoming partile and the orientation of the deformed nuleus.
2.2.2 Radiative transmission oeients
At least the dominant γ-transitions (E1 and M1) have to be inluded in the
alulation of the total photon width. The smaller, and therefore less important,
M1 transitions are treated, as usual, in the simple single partile approah
(T ∝ E3 [24℄), as also disussed in [2℄. The E1 transitions are alulated on the
basis of the Lorentzian representation of the Giant Dipole Resonane (GDR).
Within this model, the E1 transmission oeient for the transition emitting a
photon of energy Eγ in a ompound nuleus
A
NZ is given by
TE1(Eγ) =
8
3
NZ
A
e2
h¯c
1 + χ
Mc2
2∑
i=1
i
3
ΓG,iE
4
γ
(E2γ − E
2
G,i)
2 + Γ2G,iE
2
γ
. (5)
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Here, M is the proton mass, χ(= 0.2) aounts for the neutron-proton exhange
ontribution [25℄, and the summation over i inludes two terms whih orrespond
to the split of the GDR in statially deformed nulei, with osillations along
(i = 1) and perpendiular (i = 2) to the axis of rotational symmetry. Many
mirosopi and marosopi models have been devoted to the alulation of
the GDR energies (EG) and widths (ΓG). Here, the (hydrodynami) droplet
model approah [26℄ is used for EG, whih gives an exellent t to the GDR
energies and an also predit the split of the resonane for deformed nulei, when
making use of the deformation, alulated within the droplet model. In that
ase, the two resonane energies are related to the mean value alulated by the
relations [27℄ EG,1+2EG,2 = 3EG, EG,2/EG,1 = 0.911η+0.089. η is the ratio of
the diameter along the nulear symmetry axis to the diameter perpendiular to
it, and is obtained from the experimentally known deformation or mass model
preditions. For the width ΓG of the GDR the desription of [28℄ is used, whih
applies to spherial and deformed nulei and an be desribed as a superposition
of a marosopi width due to the visosity of the nulear uid and a oupling
to quadrupole surfae vibrations of the nuleus (see also [6℄).
Diret appliation of Eq. (5) would overestimate the radiation width by
about 30% (see e.g. [29, 30℄). This is due to the fat that, for low energy
γ-transitions, the Lorentz urve is suppressed and the GDR width inreases
with exitation energy (e.g. [31, 32℄). To aount for these deienies, various
treatments of an energy-dependent width have been suggested. We use the
form [29℄
ΓG (Eγ) = ΓG
√
Eγ
EG
. (6)
Another eet has to be taken into aount for ertain α-apture reations.
Beause of isospin seletion rules, γ-transitions between levels with isospin I = 0
are forbidden. This leads to a suppression of the ross setion for (α,γ) reations
on self-onjugate (N = Z) targets, due to isospin onservation. A suppression
ould also be found for apture reations leading into self-onjugate nulei, al-
though somewhat less pronouned beause I = 1 states an be populated a-
ording to the isospin oupling oeients. The suppression is usually treated
as a suppression of the γ-width. In previous rate tabulations it was either ne-
gleted [5℄ or aounted for in a phenomenologial way by dividing the γ-width
by quite arbitrary fators [2, 3℄. In the ode NON-SMOKER the appropriate
γ-widths are obtained by expliitly aounting for isospin mixing and suppres-
sion of the appropriate γ-transitions [11℄. A detailed aount of the proedure
an be found in [33℄.
2.2.3 Width utuation orretions
In addition to the ingredients required for Eq. (1), like the transmission o-
eients for partiles and photons, width utuation orretions W (j, o, J, π)
have to be employed. They dene the orrelation fators with whih all partial
hannels for an inoming partile j and outgoing partile o, passing through the
exited state (E, J, π), have to be multiplied. This takes into aount that the
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deay of the state is not fully statistial, but some memory of the way of forma-
tion is retained and inuenes the available deay hoies. The major eet is
elasti sattering, the inoming partile an be immediately re-emitted before
the nuleus equilibrates. One the partile is absorbed and not re-emitted in the
very rst (pre-ompound) step, the equilibration is very likely. This orresponds
to enhaning the elasti hannel by a fator Wj . In order to onserve the total
ross setion, the individual transmission oeients in the outgoing hannels
have to be renormalized to T ′j . The total ross setion is proportional to Tj
and, when summing over the elasti hannel (WjT
′
j) and all outgoing hannels
(T ′tot − T
′
j), one obtains the ondition Tj=T
′
j(WjT
′
j/T
′
tot) + T
′
j(T
′
tot − T
′
j)/T
′
tot
[34℄. We an (almost) solve for T ′j
T ′j =
Tj
1 + T ′j(Wj − 1)/T
′
tot
. (7)
This requires an iterative solution for T ′ (starting in the rst iteration with Tj
and Ttot), whih onverges rapidly. The enhanement fatorWj has to be known
in order to apply Eq. (7). A general expression in losed form was derived [34℄,
but is omputationally expensive to use. A t to results from Monte Carlo
alulations gave [35℄
Wj = 1 +
2
1 + T
1/2
j
. (8)
For a general disussion of approximation methods see [36, 37℄. Eqs. (7) and
(8) redene the transmission oeients of Eq. (1) in suh a manner that the
total width is redistributed by enhaning the elasti hannel and weak hannels
over the dominant one. Cross setions near threshold energies of new hannel
openings, where very dierent hannel strengths exist, an only be desribed
orretly when taking width utuation orretions into aount. The width
utuation orretions of [35℄ are only an approximation to the orret treat-
ment. However, it was shown that they are quite adequate [38℄.
2.3 Level Densities
Until reently, the nulear level density has given rise to the largest unertainties
in the desription of nulear reations in the statistial model [2, 5, 6℄. Imple-
mented in the NON-SMOKER ode is a reently improved treatment [9℄. It
is based on a shifted Fermi-gas formalism [39℄ with an energy-dependent level
density parameter a together with mirosopi orretions from nulear mass
models. This leads to improved ts to known level densities in a wide range of
masses [9℄. More sophistiated Monte Carlo shell model alulations [40℄, as well
as ombinatorial approahes (see e.g. [41℄), have shown exellent agreement with
this phenomenologial approah and justied the appliation of the Fermi-gas
desription at and above the neutron separation energy.
An in-depth desription of the model and its appliation to astrophysial
problems an be found in [9℄. Here, we only want to briey summarize the inputs
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used for alulating the rates presented in this tabulation. It should be noted
that we applied our desription throughout the nulear hart, without relying on
experimental level density parameters in spei ases as has been done before
[2, 3, 12℄. This may lead to loally slightly larger deviations from experiment
but it improves the reliability when extrapolating to unknown isotopes.
The mirosopi orretion and the pairing orretions omprise ruial in-
puts for the level density formalism used here (see [9℄ for details). They an
be extrated from mass models. There is a hoie of several mass models in
the NON-SMOKER ode. The Finite Range Droplet Model (FRDM) [42℄ and
an extended Thomas-Fermi approah with Strutinski Integral (ETFSI-Q) [43℄
have been hosen for the reation rate alulations in this work. It has to be
emphasized that experimental mass values [44℄ were inluded where possible.
This is straightforward for the separation energies whih were alulated from
the mass dierenes; it was ensured that either only experimental or theoretial
values were used in the dierenes, thus avoiding unphysial breaks at transition
points from experiment to theory. The mirosopi orretions were obtained by
subtrating the well-dened spherial marosopi (droplet) term of the FRDM
from the total mass energy derived from experiment, from the FRDM or from
ETFSI-Q, respetively (f. Eq. (17) in [9℄). The validity of the resulting rates is
disussed in Se. 3.3. Rates based on other mass models an be obtained from
the authors on request or on-line (see Se. 4).
The shifted Fermi-gas approah diverges for U = E − δ = 0 (i.e. E = δ,
if δ is a positive bakshift, with E being the exitation energy and δ being an
energy shift due to pairing orretions). In order to obtain the orret behavior
at very low exitation energies, the Fermi-gas desription an be ombined with
the onstant temperature formula ([39℄; [36℄ and referenes therein)
ρ(U) ∝
exp(U/Tnucl)
Tnucl
. (9)
The two formulations are mathed by a tangential t determining the nulear
temperature Tnucl.
2.4 Appliability of the Statistial Model
The statistial model an be applied provided that the use of averaged transmis-
sion oeients (Eq. (4)) is permitted. This will be the ase for high level den-
sities with ompletely overlapping resonanes, typial for the ompound nuleus
reation mehanism. For light nulei, dereasing partile separation energies or
at shell losures, level densities will eventually beome too low for the appli-
ation of the statistial model at astrophysial temperatures. In those ases,
single resonanes and ontributions from the diret reation mehanism have to
be taken into aount [45℄. Based on the level density desription outlined in
Se. 2.3, a quantitative riterion for the appliability was derived reently [9℄.
In the present work we give tables of all reation rates regardless of appliability
but speify the allowed temperature range in the tables. The estimate is quite
8
onservative and thus the rates an still be aurate slightly below the given
lower limits of the temperature.
3 Astrophysial Reation Rates
3.1 Denition
The nulear reation rate per partile pair at a given stellar temperature T ∗ is
determined by folding the reation ross setion σ∗(E) from Eq. (2) with the
Maxwell-Boltzmann veloity distribution of the projetiles [46℄
〈σ∗v〉 = 〈σv〉
∗
=
(
8
πµ
)1/2
1
(kT ∗)
3/2
∞∫
0
σ∗(E)E exp
(
−
E
kT ∗
)
dE . (10)
It has to be emphasized that only the use of the stellar ross setion σ∗ (Eq. (2))
yields a reation rate with the desired behavior that the inverse reation an
be alulated by using detailed balane. Therefore, laboratory rates  whih
only measure σlab =
∑
ν σ
0ν
, i.e. the ross setion with the target being in
the ground state  should always be measured in the diretion that is least
aeted by exited target states. This is usually the reation with positive Q-
value (exoergi reation). For astrophysial appliations, suh rates have to be
orreted for the stellar enhanement eet due to the thermal exitation of the
target [1℄. The stellar enhanement fators (SEF) f∗ are dened by
f∗ =
σ∗
σlab
. (11)
The values of f∗for a range of temperatures for nulei lose to stability are given
in the tables. Stellar enhanement fators for neutron apture reations and a
disussion of the involved unertainties an also be found in a reent ompilation
of neutron ross setions for the s proess [47℄.
3.2 Partition funtions and reverse rates
The temperature-dependent partition funtion G(T ∗) normalized to the ground
state target spin J0i is dened as [48℄
(2J0i + 1)G(T
∗) =
µm∑
µ=0
(2Jµi + 1)e
−Eµ
i
/kT∗
(12)
+
Emaxi∫
Eµm
i
∑
Jµ,πµ
(2Jµ + 1)e−ǫ/kT
∗
ρ(ǫ, Jµ, πµ)dǫ ,
with ρ being the level density and µm the last inluded experimentally known
state. The inluded experimental levels were the same as for the alulation of
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the transmission oeients (Eq. (3)). For the temperature range onsidered
here, the maximum energy Emaxi above whih there are no more signiant
ontributions to the partition funtion is of the order of 20 − 30 MeV. With
that denition, the stellar reation rate 〈σiv〉
∗
for a reation with partiles in
all hannels is related to the rate of the reverse reation 〈σmv〉
∗
by
NA 〈σmv〉
∗
=
(
AiAj
AoAm
)3/2
(2Ji + 1)(2Jj + 1)
(2Jo + 1)(2Jm + 1)
Gi(T
∗)
Gm(T ∗)
e−Q/kT
∗
NA 〈σiv〉
∗
,
(13)
where NA is Avogadro's number, J and A are spins and masses A (in atomi
mass units u) of the partiles involved in the reation i(j,o)m, Q is the re-
ation Q-value. To alulate photodisintegration rates from apture rates the
appropriate relation is
λγ =
(
AiAj
Am
)3/2
(2Ji + 1)(2Jj + 1)
(2Jm + 1)
Gi(T
∗)
Gm(T ∗)
(T ∗)
3/2
Fe−Q/kT
∗
NA 〈σiv〉
∗
.
(14)
For λγ in s
−1
and using the usual pratial units, i.e. temperatures T9 = T
∗/109
K and NA 〈σv〉
∗
in m
3
s
−1
mole
−1
, one obtains
(T ∗)
3/2
F =
(
ukT ∗
2πh¯2
)3/2
1
NA
= T
3/2
9 9.8685× 10
9mole cm−3 . (15)
The numerial fator F as well as the spin and mass fators are already a-
ounted for in the parameter arev0 whih is tabulated. See Se. 3.3.2 for further
details.
In the tabulated rates, the thermal eets are already onsidered. Statisti-
al model alulations not inluding full photon asades may also be prone to
some error arising from the deay of unbound partile states in reations with
negative Q-values (endoergi reations). Furthermore, due to the exponential
dependene of the inverse rate on the Q-value (Eqs. (13) and (14)), inaura-
ies in the rate would be strongly enhaned when omputing the exoergi rate
from the endoergi one. In order to minimize the error, reations are always
alulated in the exoergi diretion (with the exeptions of apture reations,
where photodisintegration is always treated as the reverse reation regardless of
Q-value) and detailed balane is applied to obtain the values for the endoergi
reation. This treatment has the additional advantage that it ensures onsis-
tent values for forward and reverse reations, whih is essential for appliation
in astrophysial nulear reation networks. To alulate the atual (endoer-
gi) reation rate, those ts have to be multiplied by the ratio of the partition
funtions of the nal nuleus and the target Gi/Gm at the appropriate temper-
ature (see Se. 3.3.2 and Se. 3.3.6). For that purpose, partition funtions are
tabulated separately.
3.3 Analyti reation rate ts
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3.3.1 Parametrization
Reation rates have been alulated for a temperature grid of 24 temperatures:
T9=0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5,
5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0. For easy appliation in astrophysial investigations,
all reation types ((n,γ), (n,p), (n,α), (p,γ), (p,n), (p,α), (α,γ), (α,n), (α,p),
(γ,n), (γ,p), (γ,α)) are tted with the same parametrization
NA 〈σv〉
∗
λγ
}
= exp
(
a0 + a1T
−1
9 + a2T
−1/3
9 + a3T
1/3
9 + a4T9
+a5T
5/3
9 + a6 lnT9
)
, (16)
with the seven open parameters a0 − a6 and the stellar temperature T9 given
in 10
9
K. This parametrization proves to be exible enough to aommodate
the dierent temperature dependenies of the various reation types aross the
tted temperature range of 0.01 ≤ T9 ≤ 10. Parametrizations of the present
rates in the form used in [2℄ and others an be obtained from the authors on
request.
3.3.2 Parameters for the reverse rates
The parameters for the reverse rates are not given expliitly but an easily be
omputed from the information in the tables. To alulate the reverse rate of
the reation i(j, o)m, i.e. the reation m(o, j)i, Eq. (16) is employed and the
seven parameters arev0 − a
rev
6 for the reverse rate are determined as follows:
arev0 = a
rev
0 , as tabulated
arev1 = a1 − 11.6045Q
arev2 = a2
arev3 = a3
arev4 = a4 (17)
arev5 = a5
arev6 =
{
a6 + 1.5 (i)
a6 (ii)
The above relations are derived from Eqs. (13) and (14), using Eq. (16) and
taking the logarithms on both sides. For the oeient arev6 , ase (i) applies
when alulating a photodisintegration rate from a apture rate, ase (ii) for all
other rates. Finally, for the reverse reation ase, the value found by appliation
of Eqs. (16) and (17) has to be multiplied by the ratio of the partition funtions
for residual and target nuleus Gi/Gm. Examples are shown in Se. 3.3.6.
3.3.3 Fit auray
The exibility of the tting funtion makes it prone to numerial problems
outside the alulated range at low temperatures, where the rates should be
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lose to zero. In some ases they tend to diverge strongly. This diulty an be
avoided by providing t data at low temperatures additionally to the alulated
values by appropriately extrapolating the rates to lower temperatures. This is
ahieved by either assuming s-wave apture for T9 < 0.1 for exoergi neutron
apture reations (Maxwellian averaged apture ross setions in the energy
range 5 ≤ E ≤ 100 keV for targets along the line of stability an be found in
another ompilation [47℄) or by onsidering proper Coulomb barrier penetration
fators in the harged partile hannels. Thus, both auray and exibility an
be ensured within a single parametrization. However, it has to be emphasized
that the given parameterization is only valid within the temperature range of
0.01 ≤ T9 ≤ 10., although many ts will show proper behavior down to lower
temperature. Caution is advised when using derived (γ,p) and (γ,n) rates at
the proton dripline (see below). For all ases, it is reommended to use the ts
only down to the temperature T fitlow given in the table. The temperatures of the
validity of the ts are given in the tables for eah reation, to emphasize the
importane of the given t ranges.
As a measure of the auray of a given t, the quantity ζ is quoted in the
tables. It is dened by
ζ =
1
24
24∑
i=1
(
ri − fi
fi
)2
, (18)
with r being the original rate value as alulated at eah of the 24 temper-
atures T9= 0.1, 0.15 . . . 10.0, and f the rate alulated from the t at these
temperatures. Contributions with r < 10−20 m3 s−1 mole−1 are negleted as
lower auray at at low rates is inonsequential. Note that while a small value
of ζ is indiative of an aurate t over the entire temperature range, large ζ
generally signify deviations of the alulated from the tted rate at the lowest
temperatures only.
The t parameters are tabulated regardless of the validity of the statistial
model of nulear reations in the given temperature range (see Se. 2.4). The
estimated lower temperature limit of the validity of the statistial model, THFlow
is given separately for eah rate in the tables. Below that limit the alulation
of the rate by means of the statistial model may not be justied, although
the t to the alulated rate will still be aurate. At temperatures below
the appliability limit, rates may be over-estimated and should be ompared
to alulations onsidering single resonane and diret reation ontributions.
Espeially lose to the driplines, ts of reations with low Q-value annot be
applied at low temperatures. Although the t may be valid, it should not be
used at low temperature beause the statistial model will not be appliable
anymore.
3.3.4 Computed rate sets
Two dierent sets of rates have been alulated. They dier in the mass model
used, whih enters into the omputation of the separation energies and Q-values
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as well as into the mirosopi input to the level density alulation (see Se. 2.3).
One set was alulated employing the well-known FRDM mass model [42℄, whih
exellently reprodues masses and other ground state properties of nulei lose
to stability. It is also the most omprehensive set aross the nulear hart.
Reently, it was suggested that so-alled shell quenhing eets may arise
for neutron-rih nulei far o stability [49, 50℄. Fully mirosopi alulations
[51, 52℄ and experimental data [53, 54, 55, 56℄ indiate the weakening of nulear
shell gaps for neutron-rih nulei. In the absene of mirosopi alulations
of the required nulear properties for the whole nulear hart, it is possible to
phenomenologially inlude suh quenhing into existing mass formulae. This
has been done in the ETFSI-Q model [43℄, based on the ETFSI-1 mass model [57,
58℄. However, it does not over the full range of isotopes. Therefore, we provide
the alternative sets of reation rates obtained with the two mass models, so that
the rates based on the FRDM an be used for large-sale studies and lose to
stability, and the rates based on ETFSI-Q for investigations onerning neutron-
rih unstable isotopes and the r proess. It has to be noted that one should
refrain from mixing rates from the two sets as this will lead to inonsistenies
and artiial eets in the results.
3.3.5 Mass ranges of the tabulated ts
Due to the extensive number of nulear reations in the onsidered mass range,
we have to limit the printed version of our reation rate ts. Full rate libraries
both for reations alulated with the FRDM and with the ETFSI-Q (as well as
ETFSI-1) mass model an be obtained on-line or from the authors on request
(see Se. 4). In the printed version, only the FRDM set is given and no apture
rates for reations with negative Q value are shown.
The full eletroni versions of the tables available on-line inlude all reations
in the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (FRDM) and 24 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (ETFSI-Q). This amounts
to 5369 (FRDM) and 4628 (ETFSI-Q) involved nulei. The isotope ranges for
whih rate ts are available are given in Table A; for the FRDM, the mass range
is also indiated by the heavy lines in Tables IA-IC. Rate ts are given for all n-,
p-, and α-apture reations and for those (n,p), (n,α), (p,n), (p,α), (α,n), and
(α,p) reations having positive Q-value. Reverse rates are not given expliitly
but an be omputed by a two-step proedure as desribed in Ses. 3.3.2 and
3.3.6. The stellar enhanement fators lose to stability as well as the partition
funtions for all isotopes are given for a temperature grid of 24 temperatures:
T9 = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0,
4.5, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0 .
The printed Tables II−IV ontain the following (alulated with the FRDM
mass model):
• (n,γ) rate ts from stability to lose to the neutron dripline in the range
10 ≤ Z ≤ 49, and to N = Z + 59 for 50 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (Table II).
• (n,p) and (n,α) rate ts around stability in the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (Table
II).
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• (p,γ), (p,n), (p,α), (α,γ), (α,n), and (α,p) rate ts from proton-rih nulei
to stability in the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 50 (Tables III and IV).
• Reverse (endoergi) rates are not given expliitly but an be omputed
with the help of partition funtions from the information given in the
tables (see Ses. 3.3.2, 3.3.6).
• Stellar enhanement fators f∗ at seleted 16 temperatures are only quoted
lose to the valley of stability (Tables II−IV).
• Partition funtions for all involved isotopes are given at seleted 20 tem-
peratures in the range 0.1 ≤ T9 ≤ 10 (Table V).
An overview of the provided rates is given in Tables IA−IC, whih show in
detail for whih n-, p-, and α-indued reations rate t parameters are available
in Tables II−IV, respetively.
3.3.6 Examples of use of tables
This setion is intended to help with interpreting the information given in the ta-
bles. We give two examples for alulating the reation rate for a given reation
and its inverse reation at a temperature of T9 = 2.0.
The rst example is the apture reation
35
Ar(p,γ)36K. From Table III one
nds aQ-value ofQ = 1.666MeV and the parameters a0 =128.39, a1 = −4.0033,
a2 = 137.67, a3 = −276.87, a4 =17.691, a5 = −1.0728, a6 =123.68. With the
help of Eq. (16) one alulates NA 〈σv〉
∗
= 92.5 m3s−1mole−1 at T9 = 2.0.
Beause both THFlow and T
fit
low are onsiderably smaller than our temperature T9, it
is safe to assume that the statistial model is appliable and the t to the rate is
valid. In order to obtain the value for the reverse rate, one rst has to determine
the parameter values in the given parametrization. The parameter arev0 = 151.83
is given in the table. The remaining parameters are derived aording to Eq. (17)
for a photodisintegration rate. This yields arev1 = −23.3364, a
rev
6 = 125.18; all
other parameters assume the same value as for the forward reation. Using
those, Eq. (16) gives a value of λγ
′ =2.5×108 s−1. This has to be multiplied by
the ratio of the partition funtions in order to obtain the valid rate fator for
36
K(γ,p)35Ar:
λγ = λ
′
γ
G35Ar
G36K
= λ′γ
1.001
1.203
= 2.1× 108 s−1.
The values of the partition funtions at T9 = 2.0 were taken from Table V.
Note that for apture rates the proedure is always the same as desribed above
regardless of whether it is an exoergi or an endoergi reation.
The seond example we onsider is the reation
34
S(α,n)37Ar, again at
T9 = 2.0. It is not to be found in Table IV beause of its negative Q-value.
Therefore, one has to rely on Table II to alulate this reation as the inverse
reation of
37
Ar(n,α)34S. The parameters found in Table II are a0 =20.072,
a1 = −0.019613, a2 = 1.8224, a3 = −4.759, a4 =0.56437, a5 = −0.033893,
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a6 =1.7801, and Q = 4.63 MeV. Again, both T
HF
low and T
fit
low are lower than
the temperature of interest. The rate NA 〈σv〉
∗
= 5.2 × 107 m3s−1mole−1 for
37
Ar(n,α)34S results from the diret appliation of Eq. (16). In order to alu-
late the rate of
34
S(α,n)37Ar, the parameters are determined by appliation of
Eq. (17). This yields the value arev1 = −53.748448. The value of a
rev
0 = 20.199
is taken from the table and all other parameters remain the same as for the
forward reation. With Eq. (16) one arrives at the rate value r′ = 1.272× 10−4
m
3
s
−1
mole
−1
at T9 = 2.0. Multiplying this by the appropriate ratio of parti-
tion funtions taken from Table V yields the nal result
NA 〈σv〉
∗ = r′
G37Ar
G34S
= r′
1.0
1.0
= 1.27× 10−4 cm3s−1mole−1.
4 Summary
Thermonulear reation rates for neutron-, proton- and α-indued reations and
their inverses have been alulated in the statistial model. All rates from the
proton dripline to the neutron dripline for 10 ≤ Z ≤ 83 (Ne to Bi) have been t-
ted to a unique funtion with seven free parameters. Tables of these parameters
are provided on-line for two sets of rates, alulated with input from two dif-
ferent mass models. Furthermore, the stellar enhanement fators are given in
order to failitate omparison with experimental ground state rates. A printed
subset of the on-line tables for the FRDM presented here shows t parameters
for (n,γ) and (p,γ) reations from lose to their respetive driplines to stabil-
ity, and for other n-, p-, and α-indued reations with positive Q-values near
stability. A presription on deriving rates for inverse reations with negative
Q-values is given, as is a listing of the neessary partition funtions.
It should further be noted that only purely theoretial rates are given here
whih do not use any diret experimental information (exept for nulear masses
and exited state information where available). The methods to predit nulear
properties needed in the statistial model alulations are hosen to be as reliable
as possible in order to retain preditive power. This is a ompromise whih
may lead to loally enhaned inauraies but it emphasizes the importane of
reliable preditions of rates far o stability.
In real appliations, these rates should be supplemented or replaed with
experimental rates as they beome available. Suh a ombination of theo-
retial and experimental rates is provided, e.g., in the REACLIB ompila-
tion. Latest information on the urrent version of REACLIB an be found
on the WWW at | http://ie.lbl.gov/astro.html|. Further details on the NON-
SMOKER ode and the ross setion and reation rate alulations are presented
at | http://quasar.physik.unibas.h/∼tommy/realib.html|. Rates inluding fur-
ther mass models an also be obtained from the authors on request or diretly
at the latter URL.
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5 Explanation of Tables
Table IA: Neutron-Indued Reation Rates Available in Ta-
ble II
This is an overview of whih neutron-indued reation rates are available in the
printed and the online versions. The full lines delimit the range of rates in the
eletroni version as given in Table A for the FRDM. The entries at a single
neutron and proton number speify the reations on the given target nuleus
listed in the printed Table II. Only reations with positive Q-value are shown.
In addition to the marked rates, their reverse rates (with negative Q-value) an
be inferred from the information in Table II as explained in Se. 3.3.2. The
reations are denoted as follows:
G (n,γ)
P (n,p)
A (n,α)
The box at the lower left orner gives the loation in the Z, N plane of the
nal nuleus relative to the target nuleus for (n,γ), (n,p), and (n,α), thereby
speifying also the inverse reation ts derivable from Table II.
Table IB: Proton-Indued Reation Rates Available in Ta-
ble III
Same as Table IA but for proton-indued reations. The marked reations
orrespond to the entries in Table III. The reations are denoted as follows:
G (p,γ)
N (p,n)
A (p,α)
The box at the lower left orner gives the loation in the Z, N plane of the
nal nuleus relative to the target nuleus for (p,γ), (p,n), and (p,α), thereby
speifying also the inverse reation ts derivable from Table III.
Table IC: Alpha Partile-Indued Reation Rates Available
in Table IV
Same as Table IA but for α-partile indued reations. The marked reations
orrespond to the entries in Table IV. The reations are denoted as follows:
G (α,γ)
N (α,n)
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P (α,p)
The box at the lower left orner gives the loation in the Z, N plane of the
nal nuleus relative to the target nuleus for (α,γ), (α,n), and (α,n), thereby
speifying also the inverse reation ts derivable from Table IV.
Table II: Neutron-Indued Reation Rates
Fits to stellar rates NA 〈σv〉
∗
for (n,γ), (n,p), (n,α) reations, alulated inlud-
ing masses from the FRDM. The rates in m
3
mole
−1
s
−1
are omputed by
the use of Eq. (16), with the temperature given in units of 10
9
K. The ts are
valid in the temperature range T fitlow < T9 ≤ 10, with T
fit
low given in the table. It
should be noted that while the t may still be formally valid and aurate, the
appliation of the statistial model may not be justied at low temperatures.
An estimate for the appliability of the statistial model is given by THFlow . The
following information is provided:
Target Reation target
Reation Reation type and nal nuleus
Q Reation Q-value
Ji Target ground state spin (same as in Table V)
Jf Final nuleus ground state spin (same as in Table V)
THFlow Estimate of the lower temperature limit for the appliability of the
(Hauser-Feshbah) statistial model; n.. indiates that the limit
was not alulated for the given reation.
T fitlow Lower temperature limit for the t; usually 0.01. Note that the ts
give extrapolated rates below T9 = 0.1, whih may be less aurate,
espeially if they are very small.
Dev Fit auray ζ (Eq. (18))
SEF If the eld is blank, the seven t parameters below are followed
by the stellar enhanement fators (SEF) f∗ (Eq. (11)) at the 16
temperatures given in the head of the table.
A value of 1 indiates that all SEF are unity; no SEF are printed.
A value of 0 indiates that no SEF were alulated.
a0. . . a6 Seven t parameters for the forward rate
arev0 First parameter for the reverse rate t (see Se. 3.3.2)
T SEF9 Temperatures at whih the SEF were alulated
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Table III: Proton-Indued Reation Rates
Same as Table I for the reation types (p,γ), (p,n), (p,α).
Table IV: Alpha Partile-Indued Reation Rates
Same as Table I for the reation types (α,γ), (α,n), (α,p).
Table V: Partition funtions
Partition funtions of isotopes for various temperatures alulated with a level
density making use of FRDM input. Inluded are only those partition funtions
for nulei involved in the reations given in Tables II−IV.
Nu Isotope for whih the partition funtions are tabulated.
T9 Temperature (in 10
9
K) at whih the partition funtions have been
alulated.
P A value of 1 indiates that all partition funtion are unity; no par-
tition funtions are then printed expliitly.
Spin Ground state spin of nuleus, either from experiment [44℄ or from
theory [14℄.
Partition Funtions: Partition funtions normalized to the ground state (Eq. (12))
for the 20 temperatures speied in the table header.
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Table 1: This table lists the isotope range of the full rate tables whih are
available eletronially. Given are the harge number Z of a target and the
lower and upper limits Nmin and Nmax of the neutron number in the isotopi
hain.
FRDM ETFSI-Q FRDM ETFSI-Q
Z Nmin Nmax Nmin Nmax Z Nmin Nmax Nmin Nmax
8 5 10 47 41 113 41 111
9 5 28 48 42 115 42 112
10 5 31 49 43 117 43 113
11 6 33 50 44 119 44 114
12 7 35 51 46 121 46 115
13 8 38 52 47 124 47 124
14 8 40 53 48 126 48 126
15 8 42 54 49 128 49 128
16 8 44 55 51 130 51 130
17 9 46 56 52 133 52 132
18 9 49 57 53 135 53 133
19 10 51 58 55 137 55 134
20 10 53 59 56 139 56 135
21 11 55 60 58 141 58 136
22 12 58 61 59 144 59 137
23 13 60 62 61 146 61 138
24 14 62 18 62 63 62 148 62 139
25 15 64 18 64 64 64 150 64 150
26 16 66 19 66 65 65 153 65 152
27 17 69 19 67 66 67 155 67 154
28 18 71 20 68 67 69 157 69 155
29 19 73 21 69 68 70 159 70 156
30 21 75 22 70 69 72 161 72 157
31 22 77 23 71 70 73 164 73 158
32 23 80 24 72 71 75 166 75 159
33 24 82 25 73 72 77 168 77 160
34 25 84 26 84 73 78 170 78 161
35 26 86 27 86 74 80 173 80 162
36 27 88 28 88 75 81 175 81 163
37 29 91 29 89 76 83 177 83 177
38 30 93 30 90 77 85 179 85 179
39 31 95 31 91 78 87 182 87 182
40 32 97 32 97 79 88 184 88 184
41 33 99 33 99 80 90 186 90 186
42 35 102 35 102 81 92 188 92 188
43 36 104 36 104 82 93 191 93 191
44 37 106 37 106 83 95 193 95 193
45 38 108 38 108 84 98 193 98 193
46 40 110 40 110 85 101 195 101 195
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The remaining tables an be found on the ADNDT
server
or at http://quasar.physik.unibas.h/~tommy/adndt.html.
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